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This paper presents a theoretical study of the
effect of a strong self-induced pressure field on
nonequilibrium hypersonic boundary layer flow along
a sharp flat plate in a dissociating diatomic gas.
An analytical solution describing the nearly frozen
nonequilibrium flow near the leading edge is presented which explicitly shows the effects of the
induced pressure field in the case of strong interaction, including the back effect of the growing
dissociation level on the induced pressure field
itself. Furthermore, an approximate solution is
also obtained which applies throughout the nonequilibrium flow regime. Numerical examples f o r
distributions of the maximum atom concentration,
temperature, induced pressure, and heat transfer
along the plate are given for various surface temperatures and representative hypersonic flight
conditions. These results show, for example, that
the induced pressure field can increase the degree
of dissociation over a 10-ft run of plate by a
factor of three to f o u r or more at flight conditions
of practical interest. Correspondingly, the induced
pressures downstream or the leading edge are decreased below those computed for a frozen boundary
layer, althowh this reduction is less than 20 per
cent unless the wall temperature is very high.
Examination of the results, however, indicates that
the fully viscoa flow region very near the leading
edge acts to reduce the induced pressure field
effects predicted by strong interaction theory and
can play an important part in determining the nonequilibrium dissociation history along the plate.
Introduction
Boundary-layer induced pressure fields have
been heretofore neglected in analyses of nonequilibrium-dissociated and ionized boundary'layer flows
around slender aerodynamic bodies. Previous investigations concerning the interaction between an
induced pressure field and high temperature real gas
effects have been confined to the limiting cases of
either chemically frozen o r completely equilibrium
dissociated gas
However, strong selfinduced pressures near the leading edge of such
bodies do exist in just those low Reynolds number
flight regimes which also favor a substantial
departure from equilibrium within the boundary
layer over an appreciable extent of the body.
Therefore, since the early dissociation and ionization rates in such flows increase directly as the
pressure, it i.s clear that a neglect of the induced
pressure field could significantly underestimate
the degree of dissociation and ionization in the
flow field surrounding high altitude re-entry
bodies.

To obtain some insight to this problem, this
paper presents a theory of the nonequilibrium
hypersonic boundary layer along a sharp flat plate
in the presence of a strong induced pressure field
'Member of the Technical Staff, Aercdynsmics
and Propulsion Research Laboratory.
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;or the case of a dissociating diatomic gas. The
analysis employs the usual boundary layer equations
in conjunction with a first order, strong interaction model of the induced pressure field based on
hypersonic small disturbance theory. This appears
to be a logical first step in appraising both the
effect of induced pressure fields on the nonequilibrium boundary layer around slender aerodynamic
bodies and the possible influence of the fully
viscous flow region very near the leading edge on
this nonequilibrium flow.

The simplifying assumptions and basic formulation of the problem are first given f o r the
general case of a nonequilibrium-dissociatini-;
boundary lajjer flow of diatomic gas along a flat
plate with a strong induced pressure field and with
either a completely catalytic o r perfectly noncatalytic surface. Then, based on the fact that
atom recombination has a negligible effect on the
nonequilibrium relaxation in the boundary layer
except very near equilibrium,3?4an analytical
solution is obtained which describes the nonsimilar
chemical behavior in the nearly frozen region near
the leading edge of the plate. By taking advantage
of the exponential dependence of the dissociation
rate on the temperature, a simple, closed form
approximation to this first order solution is also
derived. Furthermore, an approximate solution is
given for arbitrary reaction rate (including recombination) throughout the nonequilibrium f l o w regime
by performgng a nonlinear, local extrapolation of
the nearly frozen solution. Numerical examples Of
the theory for various surface temperatures and
representative hypersonic flight conditions are
then presented and discussed. Finally, the significance of the fully viscous region very near the
plate leading edge will be examined in connection
with these results.
Formulation of the Problem
Consider laminar nonequilibrium boundary layer
flow along a sharp flat plate immersed at zero
angle of attack in a hypersonic stream of diatomic
gas (Fig. 1). The plate has a uniform but arbitrary
wall temperature and is either completely catalytic
o r perfectly noncatalytic with respect to atom
recombination. The local inviscid flow in the thin
layer between the shock envolope and the edge of
the boundary layer is assumed to be one of small
hypersonic disturbance (ueN ,,u
sin2u < 1) and
to be chemically frozen. With respect to the flow
in the boundary layer, one adopts as a matter of
convenience the frequently-employed simplifying
assumptions Pr = L e z 1, pp. = constant = pepe =
, is the Chapmanwhere C
pmpo3C,(pe/pm),
Rubesin constant, and T =const t. Moreover,
following other investi&tors,5,?T
the pressure
gradient term in the momentum equation is neglected
and the velocity profile is t&en t o be independent of the solution to the energy and species
conservation equations. This approximation, *nich
can be justified theoretically when either the
shock density ratio is very smaI.17~~o r the w a l l is
highly cooled,5>6has but a minor effect on the
nonequilibrium reaction effects of interest here.
lU6ElZ-l.

Then, in terms of the well-known similarity
coordinates

the governing diffusion and energy equations f o r a
nonequilibrium-dissociating boundary layer of
diatomic gas can be written as
2
I
f -aa t-a a - 2f5
aq2

distribiltions, respectively, across the boundary.
layer. These mctions have the important property
that DEQ ? REQ in the limiting case of equilibrium flow. However, R is negligible In comparison
to Dthrou&hout most of the nonequillhrium boundary
layer flow regime along the plate except very close
to eq~ilibrium.~

.v,

The boundary conditions to be imposed on the
solution to the foregoing equations are as follows.
At the outer edge of the boundary layer (implicitly
regarded here as distinct from the ,shock envelope),
a(m,f,) = a, = a m , g(co,c) = 1 and f ( m ) = 1. At the
body surface, f ( 0 ) = f'(0) = 0, either T ( 0 , 5 ) = T, =
constant or q w = 0 (adiabatic wall), and either
a(0,t)=Oand g(0,c) :g,=TpTw/hs,e
f o r a completely
catalytic surface* or aa/aI(O,<) = 0 {with ~ ( 0 . 5=)
g,f[a(0,5)hd]/h,,.unknown~
for the opposite
extreme of a perfectly noncatalytic surface. In
terms of the total enthalpy profile, the heat transfer rate
is given by the expression

,

aa

e

where

where H,

= 2arnhd/u&,.

Formulation of the problem is completed by
providing an equation f o r the displaccment thickness
distribution,6"(x), of the nonequilibrium boundary
layer and by specifying an appropriate relationship
between the induced pressure field and d6*'/dx.
Consistent with the assumption of a small disturbance, hypersonic inviscid flow, the following cxpression f o r d6"ldx can be derived from the basic
definition peue6" = SF (peue - pu)dy upon neglecting the molecular weight variation in p/pe
(which has a small effect in the present study) and
using both the thermal equation of state and Eq.

.J'

(7):

hs
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liere; f ( i ) is the Blasius function [u/ue s f'(q)],
k$(T/Tr,
is t'ne recombination rate constant,
T r , l and T,,2 are reference temperatures;S and A
are constants, pat is atmospheric pressure, a is
the atom PASS Zraction, hd is the dissociation
energj per unit mass, and Td=hd/SLm is a dissociation temperature of the molecules. The parameter r(5) is a characteristic local (convection
time/dissoci.ation time) ratio for the boundary
layer, while the f'unctions D(a,T) and R ( a , T ) constitute the dissociation and recombination rate

where

is the frozen specific heat ratio,
is tlie u s ~ d lviscous interaction parameter,

ym 5 M&

JmG

*The heterogeheous dissociation rate on the
surface'is assumed negligible in comparison to the
corresponding heterogeneous recombination rate.
IUGtx-2
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Nearly Frozen Nonequilibrium Flow

x dPe
n(x) E - Pe dx

( 12)

Dissociation wi.thin the hypersonic boundary
layer along the plate is instiCated by the high
tcmperatures resulting from viscous dissipation
heating. At the leading edge where the boundary
layer is chemically frozen, there exists an initial
distribution of the dissociation ratc per unit
distaixe along the plate (iiith a pronounccd maxi.mum
at the naximum :'rozcn tenpcrature) which initiates
a dissociative relaxation toward equilibrium with
increasing rlistance downstream of the leadinG edge.
The recombination rate across the boundary layer in
this highly nonequilihrium flow region is completely
ncfiligible hy comparison unless am is extremely
close to unity.
Series Method

It is seen that the term I(x) contains the combined
effects of viscous dissipation heating, inviscid
flow dissociation, and nonequilibrium dissociation
within the boundary layer on the local mass flow
def5.ciencydue to the boundary layer: The local
pressure field will be related tod6"/dx by the
tangent wedge approximation for the hypersonic small
disturbance inviscid flow. In particular, for the
case of strong interaction (K" >> 1) that is of
prime interest here, this relation t&es the form:9

Sufficiently near the leading edge, where the
deviations from chemically frozen f l o w are small,
the effect of chemical reaction on the boundary
layer is related to the dissociation rate distribution based on frozen f l o w conditions and directly
proportional to the local nonequilihrium flow
parameter r ( E ) . 4 merefore, one can assume solutions
to Eps. (2) and ( 3 ) of the form

_I_

Now, Eq. (13) underestimates the induced pressure
in the region of moderate-to-weak interaction
[pe/pm - 1 O( l ) ] downstream of th$ leading edge,
since it neglects terms of order K" which eventually become important in this region. However, this
is actually conservative for the present purpose of
appraising the effect of the induced pressure field
on the nonequilibrium relaxation in the boundary
layer. Moreover, it will be seen that the significant effects of the induced pressure field on this
relaxation occur almost entirely in the strong
interaction region.

-.

The general solution to Eqs. (2), (3), (7),
(10) and ( 1 3 ) is a formidable mathematical task,
involving a two point boundary value problem f o r
two partial differential equations (one of which is
highly nonlinear) that is coupled to a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Even if
one reduces a s . (2) and ( 3 ) to ordinary differential equations by assuming local similarity for the
nonequilibrium boundary layer (i.e., neglecting the
a l a 5 terms a priori), a numerical solution on a
digital computer is still required. However, a
very usef'ul insight to the main physical features
of the problem can be obtained by first studying
the case of nearly frozen nonequilibrium flow,
where an analytical solution can be obtained in the
p esence of a strong induced pressure field.
bforeover, this first order nonequilihrium boundary
layer flow analysis also can be used in constructing an approximate, local nonequilibrium solution
for arbitrary values of the reaction rate.

where F is the frozen flow solution and I is the
first order pertwhations due to nonequilibrium
reaction. By substituting E q s . (14a, b, c) into
Eqs. (2) and (3), equating to zero the net coefficient of each power o f r , dropping second and
higher order terms i n r , and neglecting the effect
of gas-phase recombination, one ohtains the following two sets of relations governing the frozen flow
and the first order reaction perturbations,
respectively:

faF+ a

F= 0

with
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(l9)

are constants which can he evaluated once Eqs. (15)(19) are solved. Then, by ""logy with Eqs. (14)
and (Zl), one assumes solutions f o r K* andp,/p,
o f the form

with

T - h s , egI
I F

hdaI
P

The corresponding boundary conditions become
~ F ( w =)
gF(m) = 1, a I ( m ) = gI(p0) = TI(,m) = 0
with either aF(O) = a I(0 ) = 0
or aF(0) = aI(0) = 0.
Also, for a fixed w a l l temperature, T,,
one has
TF(O) = T w , gF(0) = g w t [QF(O)hdl/hs,e , TI(O) = 0
and gI(0) = [al(0)hd]/hs, e ;however, in the special
case of an adiabatic,wall, y e has instead simply
the two conditions gF(0) = gI(0) = 0. It should be
noted that the equations governing the first order
nonequilibrium effects do not involve the local
pressure and can therefore be solved independently
of the particular relationship, such as (131,
assumed in calculating pe/pw. This fortunate
situation arises from the fact that the entire
effect of the pressure field on the boundary layer
reaction rate f o r nearly frozen flow is implicit in
the coordinate 5 when gas-phase recombination is
neglected. merefore, since r 5 and c ( a / E ~ t ) r,
the pressure simply cancels out (residing solely in
r ) in obtaining Eqs. (18)and (19).

-

where

(z)F

-

Relations governing the induced pressure field
for strong interaction, including the first order
back erfect o r n0ne:iuilibrium dissociation within
the boundary layer, can now be derived. First, by
substituting expansions (lka) and (14b) into E q .
(12), the displacement thickness integral I can be
written as

I=

"

where KI and PIdepend on the frozen flow solution.
Substituting Fqs. (23) and (24) into ( 9 ) and (13)
and dropping second and higher terms in r,t h e
following two sets of relations governing the frozen
boundary layer induced pressure field and the nonequilibrium perturbation thereof, respectively, are
obtained:

= 1

+

-Ym(U,

+ 1)

2

(KF)2

and

(26a)

+ rII
where

Q

a h

.

Then, for a fixed wall temperature, Eq. (17) yields

(Tm > > 1) and a l s o remains a g o d approximation
even for arbitrary values of ym since these
parmeters are usually rather slowly varying functions of X in the general case.lO

U

TF(q) =

2

W
Te t E
(1

-f

)(ltf )

P

Finally, the heat transfer to the plate can be

Ow = ( 1 t Hm)

4

m

Equations (34) show that in the presence of a
dissociated inviscid flow the frozen temperature
gradient in the gas at an adiabatic wall does not
vanish unless the surface is perfectly noncatalytic.
Typical distributions of the frozcii boim,iary

"
The two terms inside the square bracket multiplying
r represent the first order effect of nonequilibr i m reaction on the enthalpy profile and the influence of the corresponding back effect of t h i s
reaction on the induced pressure field, respectively.

:iapr tcnperatme am3 the correspondiag tJisoociatior2
rate iuncti.o:: D F ( a F , TF) are preser.tcd i!: Fig.
2. It :is seen .?rm these c : i ~ v e sti:at the dissocia-

tion rate is mainly concentrated in a, rather narrow
band centered on the position 9 = qu of the
maximum in the frozen temperature profile. The
value of
is determined from thg following
relation obtained by setting T k ( q ) = 0 in E¶. (33):

*,

Frozen Flow Solution
Solutions to Eqs. (15) and (16)for the
stipulated boundary conditions are easily ?pained
by direct integration. Noting that ff" t f = 0,
the atom concentration distribution is found to be

aF(q) = a m i (q)

,

catalytic wall
(31)

= a

m

'

noncatalytic wall

Correspondingly, the frozen flow total enthalpy
profile is as follows:

Turning to the calculation of the self-induced
pressure field acting on the frozen boundary layer,
one first evaluates the dis lacement thickness
integral IF from solutions 731) and (32) with the
following resitt:7
IF

=L

m ,

f ( 1 - i)dq t

+L

272 Tw

m

( 1 - f')dri

U

03

hd
gF(q) = g w t ( l - g w ) f l t

s,e

f')aF(c)

0. 4 7 0 t 1. 2 2

(36)

VI.

*Here, to be consistent with the hypersonic
small disturbance approximations and chemically
frozen flow conditions employed, one must t&e
Te = .
,
T
IN6M-S

To the present order of approximation, this relation
gives no effect of surface catalycity on the induced
pressure field, regardless of the inviscid flow
dissociation level. Now, the algebraic Eqs. (25)
can be solved for pe/pw with the following result
in the strong interaction case:

When X
, >> 1, Eq. (42) yields the well-known
strong-interactionresult11 Q,,~
-x-3/4;
whereas, in the absence of an induced pressure
x- 112 is
field, the classical result Qw,
obtained.

-a
-

LJ

First Order Solution
Equation (lo), which governs the first order
nonequilibrium atom concentration within the boundary layer, has been previously treated by Rae4 in
his analysis of the nonequilibrium problem f o r the
flat plate without an induced pressure field. The
solutions are readily obtained by,standardmethods
in terms of the known solution s ( q ) to the associated homogeneous equation
Based on Eq. (37), the parameters $F, nF and
defined above take the approximate values

ZF
I

fs + s

I,

- 21 s = 0 ; s ( 0 ) = 1 ;

s'(o) =

0

(43)

These solutions are

Correspondingly, the parameter PI defined by Eq,
(26b) can be expressed in the more explicit form

where

It appears from inspection of these approximate
relations and their limiting values (which are
exact)that qF, nF, PI and (especially) z F are
slowly varying parameters along the plate. In fact,
6 , nF and PI vary more gradually with x than is
indicated by Eqs. (38) - (41), since these equations
neglect terms of order K* compared to (K''')2 and
therefore reflect too rapid a presure decay downstream of the strong interaction region.
~

The frozen boundary layer heat transfer including the effect of the induced pressure field
becomes

2s T

.
s
2
u

a,

(4P)
Plots of s ( q ) and v s ( q ) , taken from Ref. 4, are
given in Fig. 3. Some typical distributions of the
normalized reaction rate integral, i(q), corresponding to the dissociation rate profiles shown in
Pig. 2 are presented in Pig. 4. It is seen that the
ratio i('1) is relatively unaffected by the reaction
rate distribution. Moreover, it was found that unless the free stream is very highly dissociated or
T W I T o > 0.25 with ,a > 0, i(q) may be taken as
independent of the surface catalycity.
lu(tm-6
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'As pointed out in Ref. 4, a very useful closed
form approximation to the overall reaction rate
integral $(m)can be obtained by the method of
steepest descent12 for highly dissipative boundary
layer flows with a pronounced temperature ma-imum
in the boundary layer. Expanding Eq. (47a) into
two single integrals with an integration by parts,
i
and then using this method in evaluatine the integrals (see Refs. 4 and 12 for details), one can obtain the following analytical expression for $( w):

Purning to the total enthalpy perturbation in
Eq. (20), the solution is readily found by using
(43) to be

for a fixed wall temperature, and gI(q) = 0 for an
adiabatic w a l l . A s expected, (52) shows that there
is no effect of chemical reaction on the total enthalpy profile for a completely catalytic w a l l when
L e = 1. 6
From Eq. (20), the corresponding temperature distribution perturhations for fixed w a l l
temperature a r e
where

Eqwtion ( @ ) can be thought of as rcpr~'sc!:ti:~gtke
overall reaction rate integral by %e yO'LIcI: a; ':he
'issoziat'ion rate at the maximm frozen temperature
and a form factor accounting for the inte@-atedeffect of reaction across the boundary layer as modified by convaction and dj.ffusj.on. Corparison with
exact
numerical values shows that thi.s approxj~mation
il
represents the functional dependence of 3(w) on the
various physical parameters reasonably well hut
underestimates the magnitude b~ approximatcly a factor of two for highly cooled flows.13 Corresponding
to Eq. ( I & ) , the steepest descent method a l s o givcs
these two solutions being identical in the case Of
an undissociated free stream. On the other hand,
for an adiabatic wall, one finds a more significant
effect of surface catalycity on the nonequilihrium
temperature field:
which in turn yields the following sol.utions for
the maximuT atom concentration perturbations:

with
T (0) = -

I

-

hd

i5
P

I

a

I,cat( 0 )

Now as indicated in Fig. 4, the exact values of
L
$ ( q ) for highly cooled flows are more nearly equal
to l / Z $ ( m ) ,so that Eq. (50) is clearly a rather
poor approxination in itself for such flows. HOW-

ever, since the corresponding approximation (@)
also underestimates S(w)by rouQhly a factor Of
two, Eqs. (44) and (45) show that the two errors
tend to cancel each other in determining as(?).
The resulting approximate solutions (51) appear to
be Satisfactory for engineering purposes.4113

with
T$O) = 0

l e - 7
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It is Seen that the tempcraturc gradient at an
a3iabatic; co~:plctel.ycatalytic wall is not zero in
thc presence of nonequilibrium dissociation, since
there must be a conduction of heat in the g a s away
from the wall which just balances the diffusion of
heat from the gas to the wall.

by substituting the foregoing perturbation solutions into the general gxpansions (141, (24), and
(3O), one obtains T(q ), pe/p,w and Q
,
in
tern of the frozen flow solution and the nonequilibrium atom concentration for a fixed wall
temperature as follows:

J

The first order nonequilibrium solution is
completcd by evaluating the displacement thickness
perturbation 11. Substituting the foregoing solutions for aI(q) and gI(q) into Eq. (22b), one
finds
-

for fixed wall temperature, and

(57)

(59)

3
where

*[I

-

i(q)]dq

5

- -92hd
2
U

with j = 0 for a noncatalytic wall and j = 1 f o r
a completely catalytic wall.* The corresponding
solution for the atom concentration is given by
non-cat

W

for an adiabatic w a l l . The integrals I , 1 and
I,
> I,
can be regarded as indepehdent of
thk surfac'e catalycity unless a,
1 or
TWITo > 0.25 with aw > 0. Consequently,the
back effect of the nonequilibrium dissociation
within the boundary layer on the self-induced pressure field is not significantly affected by the
surface catalycity unless either the free stream is
highly dissociated or the wall temperature is
extremely large. Typical values of IC,1 and IC, 2
arc presented in Table 1.

-

with

r= r

8

( 5 )x '

O F P w

F

Sumnary of the Complete Solution
k t us now summarize the complete first order
solutions obtained for the maximm atom concentration and corresponding temperature, the induced
pressure field, and the heat transfer. For this
purpose, the closed-form approximations for
aI(q")
and ((00) defined above will be employed
(although this is of course not necessary). Thus,

*These solutions also apply to an adiabatic J
wall when the surface is completely catalytic and
can he adapted to the noncatalytic case by Simply
replacing IC, 1 by Ic,2 and using j = 1 instead
of j = o in E¶. (57).
1&%-8
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and where $(W)
is given (approximately) by Eq.
(48). Thesc closed form solutions, which are
corrcct to first order in a(q") - aF(q*),*
provide useful insight as to the behavior of a nonequilibrium-dissociating boundary layer with a
self-induced pressure field. Near the leading edge
of the plate, for example, Eqs. (61) and (62) show
that the strong induced pressure field of the
frozen boundary layer
>> 1, $F = 2 ,
r 2 p o , F ~ w ~ )increases the atom concentration
relative to the concentration.predicted,neglecting
the induced pressure field
= 0, $F = 1, r * x)
by a factor 2po,FjTm~. Correspondingly, Eq. (58)
shows explicitly how the resulting back effect of
the nonequilibrium dissociation on the boundary
layer displacement thickness decreases the induced
pressure below the local frozen flow value as the
dissociation level grows with increasing distance
from the leading edge. It is seen that this back
effect grows as 4 x near the leading edge for
strong interaction. Similarly, E q . (59) shows that
the back effect on pressure also reduces the local
heat transfer, in addition to the reduction caused
by the enhanced wall enthalpy for the noncatalytic
wall case. F'urther details of the first order
solution will be discussed below in connection with
sone specific numerical examples.

-

-

this idea to the present problem, then, one assumes that Eqs. (57)-(61), which are rigorously
correct only for sufficiently small values of x, are
in fact essentially the correct solution everywhere
rovided that the value of r from Eq. (62) and the
'function
B(m)defined by Eq. (48) are both evaluunknown values of a(q"), T(q*)
ated at the
Thus, one adopts the following as an
and p,/p,.
approamate solution f o r the nonequilibrium atom
concentration (including an induced pressure field):

__

m,

(xw

with

Extension to Arbitrary Reaction Rate

.-.

The foregoing analytical solution for r(5)<< 1
is very helpful in understanding the effects of the
induced pressure field and in analyzing the initial
nonequilibrium flow near the leading edge. Nevertheless, this solution will clearly break down in
the nonlinear relaxation region further downstream
of the 1eadTng edge. Moreover, it does not prove
fruitful to extend the first order analysis by
carrying the series developments (14)to second
order terms in r, since the resulting solutions
are very complicated and have an extremely small
radius of convergence. Consequently, an approximate, nonlinear method of carrying the nearly
frozen solution forward throughout the entire nonequilibrium flow field, while avoiding exact
numerical solutions of the basic, nonlinear differential equations, would be of interest.
Such a method was originally devised by Rae in
Ref. 4 and subsequently adapted with success by the
present author to several other problems involving
nonequilibrium-dissociated viscous flows with 0th
gas-phase and/or catalytic surface reactions
The basic idea behind the method lies in the intuitive notion that the nearly frozen first order
solution would still yield an essentially correct
description of the nonequilibrium behavior in the
nonlinear relaxation region downstream of the
leading edge if the reaction rate were based on the
local nonequilibrium state instead of being evaluated from the frozen flow solution. Therefore, one
can seek an approximate solution throughout the
relaxation region by performing an appropriate local
extrapolation of the nearly frozen theory for small
whereby the form of this
r[ (a - aF)
01
theory is carried forward to arbitrary-r. Applying

E.

where T(q*) and pe/pm are still given by Eqs. (57)
and ( 5 8 ) , respectively. Note that in writing Eq.
(63), the complete net reaction rate function, including recombination, has been used. This is valid
only whcn the local recombination rate is small
compared to the dissociation rate, which indeed is
found to be the case until ncarly complete equiliof the dissociation reaction is reached.
*Strictly speaking, the second term*in Eq. (62) bration
Moreover, retention of the recombination term ensures that a(?*) will approach the proper functional
should be dropped as second order in a(q ) . aF(q*)
dependence on T(q*) and pe/poJ as the solution tends
when used in Eq. (61). However, this relation for
toward equilibrium at sufficiently large values of
r is by itself correct to first order in
a(?*) - aF(?*) and will be used later in extending
x; since, as x
w , the net reaction rate D - R in
Eq. (63) correctly approaches zero.
our solution to arbitrary degrees of dissociation.
lffiatr q

-

d

+

The foregoing approximate solution involves a
set of four simultancous, nonlinear algebraic
equations which are easily solved on a computer,
using the first order nearly frozen flow analysis
as a starting solution at small x. The corresponding local nonequilibrium heat transfer distribution can then be determined (approximately) by
direct substitution into Eq. (59). Since this non.linear solution gives the right initial behavior
near the leading edge and also incorporates the
correct qualitative behavior at large x , it should
provide a fairly accurate description of the
smooth, monotonic distributions of the unknowns
along the plate expected in the present problem.
Moreover, the proven usefulness of the extrapolation
method in other problems, particularly in the plate
problem treated in Ref. 4, suggests that it should
provide reasonable solutions in the presence of an
induced pressure field as well. To be sure, as Rae
has pointed out, the method does not satisfactorily
describe the boundary layer all the way to equilibrium in the case of a cold wall, and further comparisons with exact solutions are certainly needed
to more fully define its accuracy and limitations.
Nevertheless, it appears to be quite accurate over
the very-highly nonequilibrium boundary layer flow
region in the vicinity of the leading edge where
the most significant induced pressures are expected
to occur.
Numerical Examples
Discussion of Results
The main features of the present theory for a
typical case are illustrated in Fig. 5, where
distributions of a(q"), T(q"), pelpa, and Q ,
respectively, for the flow of oxygen over a coly,
noncatalytic plate are shown with the induced pressure field both taken into account and neglected.
Values of the parameters used in the present
numerical e m p l e s are given in Table 2. To indicate the various operatin;; effects, both the first
order solution and the various contributions comprising the local nonlinear solution for each
variable have been shown. It is seen that the first
order solutions both with and without the induced
pressure field describe only a rather small portion
of the entire nonequilibrium flow region, significantly overestimating the (nonlinear) relaxation
effects beyond a local dissociation level of
roughly 10 per cent. With respect to the nonlinear
solution for a(~"), it is seen that the induced
pressure field here increases the local maximum
degree of dissociation in the boundary layer
(relative to that predicted neglecting this field)
by a factor ranging from two to three o r more over
the first 10 ft run of plate. This increase in
a(q:%) also causes a pronounced reduction of the
local maximum temperature ( e . g . , by 1300°K at
x = 10 f t ) because of the large dissociation
ener@y involved. The corresponding back effect of
the nonequilibrium dissociation on the displacement
thickness reduces the local induced pressure field
about 20 per cent below that computed for a frozen
boundary layer flow, resulting in a slightly more
rapid pressure decay downstream of the leading
edge. Also, Fig. 5(d) shows that the reduction in
heat transfer caused by nonequilibrium dissociation
grows more rapidly downstream of the leading edge
when the inched pressure field is taken into
account, with about half of this enhanced reduction
resulting from the back effect on the pressure
field itself. However, it is seen that this back

. .

effect has a negligible effect on both a(T'<) ar.b
T(T*) throu&out the relaxation region, which was
generally found to be the case in a l l t i e numerical
examples presented here.

The effects of wall temperature and surface
catalycity on the marhum atom concentration and
induced pressure field solutions of Fig. 5 are
shown in Fig. 6. Increasing wall temperature
accelerates the relaxation toward equilibrium along
the plate, since the corresponding increase in
boundary layer temperature increases the local
dissociation rate significantly through the exponential dependence of this rate on temperature. At
the same time, the effect of the induced pressure
field on the nonequilibrium boundary layer state is
also increased because of the increase in displacement thickness with wall temperature. When
TWITo 2 0.25 at this flight condition, for
example, strong interaction has a very large effect,
increasing a(q") by an order of magnitude over
the first foot of the plate while causing a decrease in the local pressure field itself through
the back effect of this dissociation by nearly a
factor of two. The surface catalycity does not
have a large percentage effect on the local maximum
atom concentration for a highly cooled Wall; the
value of a(?"') for a completely catalytic surface
is approximately 75 per cent of the value f o r a
perfectly noncatalytic surface because o f the loss
of atoms by diffusion to (and recombination on) the
wall that occurs in the former case. Nevertheless,
this 25 per cent difference does become significant
as the dissociation level grows along the plate,
particularly with increased w a l l temperature. However, at least for values of TWITo .S 0.25, it
is seen that the relative effect of the induced
pressure field on the nonequilibrium behavior is
relatively insensitive to the surface catalycity.
The effect of flight Mach number and altitude
on the distributions of atom concentration and
pressure along the plate are presented in Figs. 7
and 8 , respectively, for a highly cooled noncatalytic wall. The influence of the induced pressure
field is found to subside with decreasing Mach
number at a given altitude because of the lower
values of ii,.
COrrespondingly, the boundary
layer remains frozen over a greater extent of the
plate due to the decrease in dissociation rate
caused by reduced viscous dissipation heating within the boundary layer. At M
, = 15 and 200,000
ft altitude, f o r example, it is seen that the
induced pressure field has a negligible effect on
the dissociation chemistry of the boundary layer,
the flow along the plate being essentially frozen
to w e l l over 100 f t downstream of the leading edge.
On the other hand, an increase in altitude at fixed
Mach number enhances the relative effect of the
induced pressure f i e l d on the nonequilibrium dissociation within the boundary layer because of a
lower Reynolds number, although the dissociation
level itself is decreasing since the reduced
ambient density decreases the dissociation rate
(r). From the results presented in Figs. 7 and 8,
it appears that the induced pressure field can have
a significant effect on the nonequilibrium flow
field along the first 10 ft of a highly cooled
plate throughout the altitude range of 150-300 kft
for flight Mach numbers in excess of 20. At lower
flight speeds in this altitude range, however, the
initial dissociation rate within the boundary layer
even including the effect of the induced pressure
field is so small that the boundary layer will
IU G W -
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rema 3 completely frozen over p l a t e lcn(;tins of
practi.cal interest unless TWIT,> 0.25.
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In all cases where thc induced pressure ricld
has a sienii'icant erfeeci on tile nonequilibrilun flow
in the boundary layer, it is seen t'nat most of this
effect occurs in the strong interaction region. By
the time the decaying induced pressure ratio,
pe/p
- 1, drops to values of order unity or
less ?moderate to weak interaction regime), the
difference between the solutions obtained by either
including or neglecting the induced pressure field
has already become comparatively small. This result
justifies the use of Eq. (13) as a model of the
pressure field in the present theory. The moderateto-weak interaction regime tends to occur where the
boundary layer has already relaxed appreciably away
from the initial frozen state and would appear to be
of interest mainly in connection with a nearly or
completely equilibrated flow.

It should also be noted that the effect of the
&-phase recombination rate on each of the solutions presented here (except at the larger values
of x for the adiabatic wall case shown in Fig. 6)
was found to be completely negligible, as is
illustrated, for example, in Fig. 5. This is not
surprising, since, as previously pointed out, the
dissociation rate is known to be the controlling
reaction in a highly dissipative nonequilibrium
boundary layer until the flow approaches very close
to eq~ilibrium.3,~As indicated in Figs. 5a through
Da, the boundary layer flows in the present examples
(excepting the adiabatic wall case) are indeed far
from equilibrim throughout, the maximum atom concentrations remaining well below their corresponding
local equilibrium values up to values of X = IO4.
._ 'At the same time, the effects of the induced pressure field on the chemical behavior of the boundary
layer of interest here become negligible well before
the boundary layer approaches equilibrium, except
when the w a l l temperature is extremely high.
Sicnificance of the Fully Viscous Recion

.-

According to the present strong interaction
theory, the large self-induced pressures occurring
near the leading edge of a flat plate in hypersonic
flow can significantly enhance the dissociation rate
and nonequilibrium atom concentration (and reduce
the temperature) within the boundary layer for
flight conditions of practical interest. However,
in a number of the example cases illustrated in
Figs. 5 t h r o w 8, the theory predicts that a good
deal of the induced pressure field effect on
relaxation t&es place extremely close to the
leading edge, where the strong interaction theory
undoubtedly breaks down and there is instead a
fully viscous flow region with no distinct inviscid
layer. TO more precisely define where the present
analysis fails in this respect, one can use G rough
estirzate of the upstream limit of the strong interaction theory (downstream limit of the fully
viscous theory) due to O@chi.l6
Equating the pressure obtained from an analysis of the wedge-like
fully viscous region f o r frozen flow to the pressure
given by strong interaction theory, Oguchi finds
that the latter theory should be (rawly)applicable beyond a certain distance xdown given by

where G is a function of the wall temperature ratio,
TWITo, d o n e (see Ref. 16) ranging from a value
of 0.25 for a hidly cooled wall to 0.80 for an
adiabatic wall with P r = 1 and a linear viscositytemperature relation. Using %. ( 6 7 ) , the values
of xdown appropriate to each of the numerical
examples presented here have been computed and are
indjcated on Figs. 5a throwh 8a. Now, it can be
seen "om these figures that if one were to neglect
the effect of the inauced pressure field in computing the nonequilibrium boundary relaxation,
significant, departures from frozen flow would occur
downstream of the fully viscous flow region near
the lending edge. On this basis, the boundary
layer theory would be acceptable for analyzing the
nonequilibriwn aspects of the flow problem and the
more difficult, fully viscous region treated as a
chemically frozen (perfect gas) problem. However,
upon taking the effect of the induced pressure
field into account according to strong interaction
theory, it is seen instead that a considerable
amount of the predicted nonequilibrium dissociation
apparently takes place in the fully viscous flow
region where the strong interaction theory breaks
down. As expected, Figs. 5a throwh 8.3 show that an
increasingly greater portion of the significant
induced pressure field effect on chemical relaxation
falls within this viscous region with increasing
altitude, flight Mach number, and wall temperature.
On the basis of the foregoing estimates, it is
clear that the strong interaction boundary layer
theory overestimates the effect of the strong
induced pressure field on the nonequilibrium boundary layer relaxation along a flat plate. This is
because the induced pressur ield involved increases without limit ( - x -p/fi) as the leading edge
is approached and thus gives too high a pressure
(and dissociation rate) at sufficiently small values
of x, whereas there actually occurs a leveling-off
of the pressure to a certain plateau value as
x
0 due to the w~ e-like action of the fullyviscous region.11rl@7
In this respect, the
present theory serves as a useful upper limit in
determining the effects of the induced pressure
field on the nonequilibrium viscous flow along the
plate. Moreover, since the induced pressure at the
leading edge plateau can be quite large under the
hypersonic, high-altitude fli@It conditions considered, there could still be a significant enhancement of the dissociation over the plate even when a
more realistic m&el of the pressure field that
includes the effect of the fully viscous flow
region is used. If this indeed be the case, then
the fully viscous region itself could contain nonequilibrium dissociation and would not be satisfactorily regarded as a chemically frozen flow.

-

Sumnary and Conclusion

The effect of the self-induced pressure field
on the nonequilibrium-dissociating hypersonic
boundary layer flow along a sharp flat plate, using
a strong interaction theory, has been studied. By
neglecting the effect of recombination and employing
the customary simplifying assumptions of
Pr = L e = 1, constant mixture specific heat and
a linear viscosity-temperature relationship, an
analytical solution was obtained in the nearly
frozen region near the plate leacling edge. This
solution completely describes all the effects of
the induced pressure field on the nonequilibrium
relaxation in the boundary layer, f o r either a
completely catalytic or pcrfcctly noncatalytic plate
IUGWL-11

surra 5 , including the back effect of the growing
dissociatrion level on the induced pressure field
itself. Firthemore, an approximate solution was
also obtained (including recombination) throughout
the nonequilibrium relaxation region along the plate
by means of an appropriate nonlinear, local extrapolation of the nearly frozen solution.
'Numericalresults of the theory were presented
for a rangc of representative hypersonic free flight
conditions and various wall temperatures. These cxmules i~ndicated that the stmn[< inddced Frescwcs
encountered near the leading edge of a highly cooled
plate can increase the degree of dissociation within the boundary layer over a 10 ft run of plate by
a factor of three to four or more in the altitude
range from 150-300 kft at flight Mach numbers above
roughly 20. This effect is even more pronounced
at higher wall temperatures but is relatively insensitive to the surface catalycity unless the wall
temperature exceeds one quarter of the recovery
temperature. Finally, it was found that tine back
effect of the growing dissociation level in the
boundary layer on the displacement thichess reduces
the local induced pressure below that computed for
a frozen boundary layer, although this effect is
relatively small (10-20per cent) in the strong
interaction region unless the wall temperature is
very high.
Aside from the several simplifying assumptions
employed in formulatine the boundary layer equations
and the usual limitations involved in using the
hypersonic small disturbance theory in connection
with the tangent wedge approximation for the inviscid flow, the present theory can be criticized in
two respects. First, the relationship between the
displacement thiclmess growth and induced pressure
field employed, while accurate in the strong interaction region near the leading edge and correct in
the limit of vanishing induced pressure, does not
give a satisfactory account of the weak interaction
region further downstream. Secondly, the method of
nonli.near extrapolation whereby a local solution for
the entire nonequilibrium region was obtained from
the nearly frozen f l o w solution is not a satisfactory approximation a l l the way to equilibrium and
should be checked by more accurate numerical solutions of the nonlinear partial differential equations governing the nonequilibrim boundary layer.
Nevertheless, neither of these shortcomings (both of
which can be improved) appear to bear significantly
on the predicted effects of the induced pressure
field. However, a Tar more serious limitation on
the present work is the fact that a good deal of the
significant enhancement of dissociation(and ionization)predicted apparently takcs place in the fully
viscous region close to the leading edge where
strong interaction theory is no longer valid.
Therefore, the present theory gives only an upper
limi.t on the actual effects of the strong induced
pressure field on the nonequilibrium viscous flow
alone the plate, so that a further study of the
problem which takes into account the fully viscous
region near the leading edge (and possible departures from frozen flow therein) seems warranted.

C

frozen specific heat of mixture

P

dissociation rate distribution
function, Eqs. ( 2 ) and ( 5 )

F*

function defined in Eq. (48)

f

boundary layer stream function
(f'
u/u,).

G

parameter in fully viscous flow
theory; see Eq. (67)
hs/hs,e
2amhd/u&

specific dissociation energy
of molecules
total enthalpy
C T t ahd t ( u 2 / 2 )
P
I

displacement thickness
function, Eq. ( 9 ) and (12)

IC, l , I c , 2

nonequilibrium flow displacement thickness integrals
defined by Eqs. (55a), and
(57b), respectively
reaction rate integral defined
by Eq. (47a)
<(rl)/!(m)

recombination rate constant
Lewis number
free stream Mach number
function defined by Eq. (11)
Prandtl number
induced pressure perturbation
due to nonequilibriun dissociation, Eqs. (24) and (26b)
P

static pressure

Pat

standard atmospheric pressure

F

constant in frozen bouidary
layer indcced pressure i'ield
solution, eq. ( 3 7 )

heat transfer rate per unit
area
recomblnation rate distribution
mction, E q s . (2) and (6)

Nomenclature

(local Reynolds
number based on free stream
conditions)

pmumx/pm

ccn

4

Chapman-Rubesin constant

'4

molecular gas constant

IWGEUAL

4

RU

S

universal gas constant

Subscripts

reaction rate parameter, Eqs.
(5) and (6)

cat

completely catalytic plate
surface

down

downstream limit of fully
viscous region (upstream limit
of strong interaction theory)

absolute temperature

EQ

equilibrium boundary layer
flow

dissociation temperature of
molecules (hd/%,)

e

conditions at edge of boundary
layer

total temperature,
T m + U2/2S

F

chemically frozen boundary
layer flow

I

first order, nearly frozen
nonequilibrium perturbation

non-cat

perfectly
.

solution to Eq.

(43)

parameter defined by Eq. (60)

P

Tr,1 ' T r , 2
U

reference temperatures in
reaction rate, Egs.

(4)-(6).

velocity component parallel to
free stream direction

integral function defined by
Eq. (Gal

W

conditions on plate surface
(vall)

m

free stream conditions

coordinates parallel and
normal to plate, respectively
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TABLE I . TYPICAL VALUES OF DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
INTEGRALS FOR NONEQUlLlBRlUM FLOW.
OXYGEN, w = 1.5. S = O

-

I C, I
25

0.029

0.708

1.558

25

0.116

0.579

I.430

25

0.232

0.447

I.297

25

I .ooo*

0.668

1.515

20

0.045

0.697

1.549

15

0.083

0.669

I .520

NONCATALYTIC WALL
TABLE 2 VALUES OF PARAMETERS USED
I N E X A M P L E CALCULATIONS
GAS : OXYGEN
h d = I 649 X 10'

FT2/SECz

Td :59,00O0K
w :-I5

s =o
TGI=45000K

ki

= 5 X IOl4 CM6/MOLE2-SEC

5 =9800
am

=o

c,

=I

FT~/SEC'-

OK

4

A =I6

ym =1.40
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